Bob Deskins Park Enhancement
East 93rd and Harvard Avenue, Cleveland
Existing Conditions Analysis

Bob Deskins Park Enhancement
East 93rd and Harvard Avenue, Cleveland
August 8, 2018

EXISTING CONDITIONS

- NEWLY PLANTED TREES - SOME ALIVE SOME DEAD
- PARK SIGN
- RAISED GARDEN BEDS
- POTENTIAL PATH CONNECTOR
- POTENTIAL SHORTCUT THROUGH PARK

0.63 ACRES

WEED TREES BLOCK VIEWS AND LOOK UNKEMPT

ARMITAGE COURT

HARVARD AVENUE

BUS STOP

OLD DRIVEWAY AND CURB CUT

CONNECTION TO SCHOOL

PARK SIGN

RAISED GARDEN BEDS

CONNECTION TO SCHOOL

POTENTIAL PATH CONNECTOR
Bob Deskins Park Enhancement
East 93rd and Harvard Avenue, Cleveland

Phase 1

Concrete picnic table

Landscape Forms Solar Annapolis bollard.
Conceptual Plan

- **80’x115’ MULTIPURPOSE PLAY FIELD**
- **HABITAT PLANTING**
- **CONNECT PATH TO ARMITAGE COURT**
- **PLAZA / STAGE AREA**
- **PICNIC TABLES**
- **EARTH BERM TO KEEP BALLS OUT OF THE STREET**
- **STREET TREES**
- **ENTRY GATEWAY WITH ARCH**
- **HILLOCK**
- **HANGOUT STEPS**
- **SANDSTONE SEATS**
- **TIMBER LEAN-TO**
- **BALANCE TRACK WITH LOGS AND BOULDERS**
- **STUMP TABLE AND LOG SEATS**
- **EXPLORATION GARDEN WITH STEPPING STONE PATH**
- **BUS WAITING AREA**
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